Database Name: Library of Congress Online Catalog.

YOU SEARCHED: Guided Keyword = (moskva)[in Keyword Anywhere (GKEY)] AND (1929)[in Keyword Anywhere (GKEY)]

SEARCH RESULTS: Displaying 13 of 1150 records

Brief Record Subjects/Content Full Record MARC Tags


LC Control Number: sf91092193
Type of Material: Serial (Periodical, Newspaper, etc.)
Published/Created: Moskva: M.K. R.K.P. (bol'sh.),
Related Names: M.K. R.K.P. (bol'shevikov)
MK VKP(b)
Description: v. : ill. ; 17-37 cm.
Current Frequency: Semimonthly, 1929-31
Former Frequency: Monthly, 1923-28
Continues: Bezbozhnik (Moscow, Russia: 1923)
Absorbed by: Bezbozhnik (Moscow, Russia: 1925) (OCoLC)13638372

Cancel/Invalid LCCN: sn 86025701
Notes: Description based on: N. 3 (mart [1923]); title from cover. Issued by MK VKP(b), <1928>

Subjects: Atheism--Periodicals.
Atheism--Soviet Union--Periodicals.

LC Classification: WMLC 5073/91
Other System No.: (OCoLC)ocm13638517
Geog. Area Code: e-ur--
Serial Record Entry: Bezbozhnik u stanka.
Quality Code: lcd

CALL NUMBER: WMLC 5073/91
-- Request in: Reference - European Reading Room (Jefferson, LJ250)
-- Request in: Reference - European Reading Room (Jefferson, L250)
-- Status: Not Charged

Output for Record(s) on This Screen:

Which Format?
- Plain Text-ASCII
- MARC (save only)

Print or Save Records

Email Search Results (plain text only)

Email Address:
Database Name: Library of Congress Online Catalog

YOU SEARCHED: Guided Keyword = (muzei)[in Keyword Anywhere (GKEY)] AND (1929)[in Keyword Anywhere (GKEY)]

SEARCH RESULTS: Displaying 27 of 49 records

---

Monastyri-muzei i antireligioznaia propaganda.

LC Control Number: 75570074

Type of Material: Book (Print, Microform, Electronic, etc.)

Personal Name: Kandidov, Boris Pavlovich. [from old catalog]

Main Title: Monastyri-muzei i antireligioznaia propaganda.

Published/Created: 1929.

Description: 227 p. illus. 23 cm.

Notes: Romanized.

Subjects: Monasteries--Russia--History. [from old catalog]

Christianity--Controversial literature. [from old catalog]

LC Classification: BX581 .K28

Geog. Area Code: e-ur---

CALL NUMBER: BX581 .K28

Copy 1

-- Request in: Jefferson or Adams Bldg General or Area Studies Reading Rms

-- Status: Not Charged

---
Database Name: Library of Congress Online Catalog

YOU SEARCHED: Guided Keyword = (muzei)[in Keyword Anywhere (GKEY)] AND (1929)[in Keyword Anywhere (GKEY)]

SEARCH RESULTS: Displaying 32 of 49 records

Kunstwerke aus den beständen Leningrader museen und schlösser: Eremitage,...

LC Control Number: 41023136

Type of Material: Book (Print, Microform, Electronic, etc.)

Corporate Name: Lepke, Rudolph (Firm)

Main Title: Kunstwerke aus den beständen Leningrader museen und schlösser: Eremitage, palais Michailoff, Gatschina, u. a. ... Rudolph Lepke's kunst-auctions-haus, Berlin ...

Published/Created: [Berlin, Stern & Schiele, 1928?-29?]

Related Names: Gosudarstvenni Ermitazh (Russia)

Leningrad (R.S.F.S.R.). Muzei velëikago knialzia MÆikha/Eila NÆikolaev/Eica

Gatshina, Russia. Dvorets.

Russia (1923- U.S.S.R.) Tirgovoe predstav Èitel stvo v GermanÈi/Ei.

Description: 2 v. 247 pl. (part mounted; 1 double) 30 x 24 cm.

Notes: "Versteigerung ...den 6.[-7.] november 1928 ... den 4.[-5.] juni 1929."

"Im auftrag der Handelsvertretung der Union der sozialistischen sowjet-republik.

"Die ausarbeitung des kataloges lag in der ... hand H. C. Krügers.


Subjects: Art--Catalogs.

LC Classification: N8650 .L6 no. 2000, etc.

Other System No.: (OCoLC)670079

CALL NUMBER: N8650 .L6 no. 2000, etc.

Copy 1

-- Request in: Jefferson or Adams Bldg General or Area Studies Reading Rms

-- Status: Not Charged
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Database Name: Library of Congress Online Catalog

YOU SEARCHED: Guided Keyword = (muzei)[in Keyword Anywhere (GKEY)] AND (1929)[in Keyword Anywhere (GKEY)]

SEARCH RESULTS: Displaying 35 of 49 records

Kul’turnoe stroitel’stvvo Soviuz.

LC Control Number: 44017063

Type of Material: Book (Print, Microform, Electronic, etc.)

Corporate Name: Moscow, Muzei po narodnomu obrazovaniu. [from old catalog]

Main Title: Kul’turnoe stroitel’stvvo Soviuz.

Published/Created: 1929.

Related Names: Davydov, Ivan Dem’ianovich. [from old catalog]

Podzemskii, Anatolii Iakovlevich. [from old catalog]

Description: 124 p. diagrs. 14 x 19 cm.

Notes: Romanized.

Subjects: Education--Russia--Statistics. [from old catalog]

Technical education--Russia. [from old catalog]

LC Classification: LA832 .M57 1929

Geog. Area Code: e-ur---

CALL NUMBER: LA832 .M57 1929

Copy 1

-- Request in: Jefferson or Adams Bldg General or Area Studies Reading Rms

-- Status: Not Charged
Database · New Search · Headings List · Titles List · Help (Contents) · Account Status · Help (This Screen)
Database Name: Library of Congress Online Catalog
YOU SEARCHED: Guided Keyword = (muzei)[in Keyword Anywhere (GKEY)] AND (1929)[in Keyword Anywhere (GKEY)]
SEARCH RESULTS: Displaying 38 of 49 records

Putevoditel' po Muzeiu Instituta Lenina.

LC Control Number: 40015841
Type of Material: Book (Print, Microform, Electronic, etc.)
Corporate Name: Moscow, Institut V.I. Lenina. Muzei. [from old catalog]
Main Title: Putevoditel' po Muzeiu Instituta Lenina.
Published/Created: 1929.
Notes: Romanized.
Subjects: Lenin, Vladimir Ilich, 1870-1924. [from old catalog]
LC Classification: DK254.L4 M79

CALL NUMBER: DK254.L4 M79
Copy 1
-- Request in: Jefferson or Adams Bldg General or Area Studies Reading Rms
-- Status: Not Charged
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